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COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT
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ARTICLE XVIII
EXCELLENCE IN TEACHING (EIT)
In the event the State continues to provide Excellence in Teaching monies
during the life of the agreement, said monies shall be distributed in two equal
amounts to members who qualify (pro-rated for less than full years of service).
The two checks shall be distributed in the second pay period in January and the
second pay period in June. Said EIT checks and amounts are not part of base
salary.
ARTICLE XIX
CONTRACTUAL LIMITATIONS
A. The parties agree that all negotiable items have been discussed during the
negotiations leading to this Agreement, and therefore agree that
negotiations will not be reopened on any item, whether contained herein or
not, during the life of this Agreement.
B. IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISIONS OF THIS
AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT ITS IMPLEMENTATION BY
.
AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING THE ADDITIONAL FUNDS THEREOF SHALL NOT
BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL THE APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN
APPROVAL.
C. This agreement and all of its provisions are subject to all applicable
laws. In the event any part of this Agreement is held to violate these
laws, neither party will be bound to the inviolate part, but the remainder
of the Agreement will be in force for both parties.
D. This contract shall become effective July 1, 1994 and shall continue
effective until midnight, June 30, 1999
DATED: /-Jy~~ -12£s--
EAST ROCHESTER TEACHER' ASSOCIATION
~~~.o. Ma'w i, President
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
By <L~r~~~
Lorenzo A. Benati, Superintendent of Schools
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E. NON-TENURED TEACHERS
(1) Probationary teachers will be observed at least three times a year.
(a) The first required observation shall be completed by
November 15.
(b) The sE~cond required observation shall be completed by
February 1.
(c) The third required observation shall be completed by April 1.
(d) Post-Observation Conference: Within five days after an
observation is conducted, the teacher shall have a post-
observation conference with the appraiser who conducted the
observation. No later than five days after the teacher has this
conference, the teacher will receive a written copy of the
observation. Upon receipt of a written copy of the observation,
the teacher may request a conference with the appraiser to discuss
the observation report. This conference shall take place within
five (5) days of receipt of the observation report.
(2) A complete appraisal of a probationary teacher's performance will be
completed twice a year.
(a) The first required appraisal shall be completed by December 15;
(b) The second required appraisal shall be complE~ted by April 15;
(c) Within five (5) school days after the teacher
receives the completed form, the teacher will have
the opportunity to have a conference with the
appraiser to discuss it.
F. TENURED TEACHERS
Tenured teachers may be appraised at the option c:>fthe Administration
within the guidelines established in this Article.
ARTICLE XVII
:a8t_T~
RETIREMENT INCENTIVE. i::-r 7T
~)~ .f- ./,
Teachers who retire from the District. and who meet the criteria of the New York
State Teachers' Ret.irement System and who have. had ~en or more years of-$ervice
in the Dis~rict Wil~~_91~e;.nsa.t.ed for .all unused and accumul~tea S~C~~i:~_~ve .
a"f f1fty dollars TS"S' per ay. ~
For the purposes of. ~~_cumulation of' sick days' ~for.the "retfrement incenti;;;;~he'"
cap will' :be}..,Q.t:d~s':'The cap for sick days actually available for use will be
230 days. .
J.)j,) /)}t\..
T~ cumulated tne-:-maximum
...
of'sick "davs"'ptiorto~til\;';'-~.-
~:::::::-.19~j', "'~.~l1a~@\ '4~ . I
'.
nly, add1t1ona s1ck leave added to the1r
reServe for the purpos~e'of'the'ret1rement incentive as follows:
26 years of service... 4 days
27 years of service... 8 days
28 years of service...12 days
29 years of service 16 days
30 and above years 20 days
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ARTICLE XVI
TEACHER EVALUATION
A. The Board of Education, the Administration and Association desire to
maintain a superior teaching and supervisory staff, therefore, in
recognition of the fact that supervision and appraisal are necessary and
continuous facets of improving student learning and classroom instruction
and in determining teacher performance, the following principals shall
apply:
(1) Mutually agreed-upon forms shall be developed to provide for the
complete appraisal of teachers.
(2) The processes used to appraise teachers and instruc'tion will be
determined by the procedures set forth in this Agreement.
B. The primary purpose of any appraisal of the teaching staff shall be to
improve student learning and instruction in order to promote continued
staff development, and to determine the quality of teacher performance.
C. APPRAISAL PROCEDURES
(1) To further the above purposes, the Administrative personnel
responsible for appraisal recognize the right of the teacher to:
Know how well he or she is performing the duties and
responsibilities of her position.
Know the areas in which improvement is needed as
reasonably soon as deficiency is detected.
Have candid appraisal of his or her work.
Discuss his or her appraisal reports with his or her
supervisor.
Seek and receive reasonable supervisory assistance.
(2) It is further understood that:
All ~ormal observations and appraisals will be
conducted openly and with full knowledge of the
teacher.
All observations for appraisal purposes will be
conducted by Administrators or Supervisors.
Staff members (other than Administrators and Supervisors) who are
responsible for the improvement of instruction may observe
teachers. These observations shall be exclusively for the
improvement of instruction and shall not be a subject of the
appraisal process.
(3) Videotaping for observation or evaluation purposes shall not
occur without the express written permission of the teacher.
D. Whenever possible, formal observations shall be conducted for the minimum
length of time to conduct a full lesson.
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Salazy Schedule of Extra Pay far Extra Services
1994-99~
Freshman Mvisar/
~
Mvisar/
JUnior Mvisar/
Senior Mvisar/
Dramatics O:2ch/
H.S. Dramatics-l41sic O:2ct~.
H.S. Stage Crew Assistant/
H.S. Newspaper Mvisar/
Jr. H. S. Newspaper Mvisar /
student Council Mvisar/
H.S. Yearbook Mvisar #1/
H. S. Yearbook Mvisar #2/
student store.//
Senior Class Coordinator./'
F.B.L.A./'
M.S. Yorker Cl\11)/
RAW /'
Literary Club /'
Foreign lan3Uage club/"
Math Team/
Pep Club/'
Boy's Varsity Club/
Girl's Varsity Club~'
SCience OJrricul\.1l1Y""
H.S. Yorker Club/
Elem. science Coord.
!b:iel UN Mvisar/'
Naticmal Honor Advisor #1 ,./
Naticmal Honor Mvisar #2 /
J.H. StOO~
M.S. Yearbook Advisor",
M.S. Stage crew Asst{
M.S. Dramatics-l41sic O:2dl/
M.S. AOOitorium Coordinatcw"
0:arp1ter Lab SUpervisor/'
After School Academic Lab
step 1 step 2 step 3 step 4 step 5 step 6
C1aperones :
Buses
Dances
Athletic
Basketball
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342
342
342
342
683
1,133
683
705
221
342
910
,910
342
342
342
342
342
342
342
342
342
342
342
342
342
594
342
342
342
342
342
683
1,133
342
1,133
1,050
39.46
39.46
39.46
53.15
7. ~\ ~
-.J ~
683
683
683
683
796
1,366
796
970
450
683
1,133
1,133
683
683
683
683
683
683
683
683
683
683
683
683
683
642
683
683
683
683
683
796
1,366
683
1,366
1,050
, ,1
'\.fl
(;.
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1,133
1,133
1,133
1,133
910
1,565
910
1,234
683
1,133
1,366
1,366
1,133
1,133
1,133
1,133
1,133
1,133
1,133
1,133
1,133
1,133
1,133
1,133
1,133
692
1,133
1,133
1,133
1,133
1,133
910
1,565
1,133
1,565
1,050
\ I\
))
~.
1,133
1,133
1,133
1,133
774
1,817
1,022
1,498
910
1,133
1,565
1,565
1,133
1,133
1,133
1,133
1,133
1,133
1,133
1,133
1,133
1,133
1,133
1,133
1,133
692
1,133
1,133
1,133
1,133
1,133
1,022
1,817
1,133
1,817
1,050
, 1
1,309
1,309
1,309
1,309
1,198
1,990
1,198
1, 764
1,087
1,309
1,742
1,742
1,309
1,309
1,309
1,309
1,309
1,309
1,309
1,309
1,309
1,309
1,309
1,309
1,309
868
1,309
1,309
1,309
1,309
1,309
1,198
1,990
1,309
1,990
1,050
J oJ
:
.'. \ ~1,
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1,441
1,441
1,441
1,441
1,318
2,190
1,318
1,939
1,197
1,441
1,915
1,915
1,441
1,441
1,441
1,441
1,441
1,441
1,441
1,441
1,441
1,441
1,441
1,441
1,441
956
1,441
1,441
1,441
1,441
1,441
1,318
2,190
1,441
2,190
1,050
:;' ;''''U
Athletic Duties - Sports, Extra Pay for Extra Services
1994-99 Hours Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5 Step 6 Step 7 Step 8
Varsity Wrestling 400 8.36 3,344 9.03 3,612 9.67 3,868 10.33 4,132 10.93 4,372 11.54 4,616 12.11 4,844 12.64 5,056
J .V. Wrestl ing 320 7.11 2,215 7.74 2,477 8.36 2,615 9.03 2,890 9.67 3,094 10.33 3,306 10.90 3,488 11.42 3,654
J.H. Wrestling 170 5.83 991 6.47 1,100 7.11 1,209 7.74 1,316 8.36 1,421 9.03 1,535 9.58 1,629 10.11 1,719
Varsity Football 390 8.36 3,260 9.03 3,522 9.67 3,771 10.33 4,029 10.93 4,263 11.54 4,501 12.11 4,n3 12.64 4,930
Asst. Football
'1 325 7.11 2,311 7.74 2,516 8.36 2,717 9.03 2,935 9.67 3, 143 10.33 3,357 10.90 3,543 11.42 3,712Asst. Football #2 325 7.11 2,311 7.74 2,516 8.36 2,717 9.03 2,935 9.67 3,143 10.33 3,357 10.90 3,543 11.42 3,712
J. V. Football #1 265 7.11 1,884 7.74 2,051 8.36 .2,215 9.03 2,393 9.67 2,563 10.33 2,737 10.90 2,889 11.42 3,026
J.V. Football
'2 265 7.11 1,884 7.74 2,051 8.36 2,215 9.03 2,393 9.67 2,563 10.33 2,737 10.90 2,889 11.42 3,026
Frosh Football #1 235 6.47 1,520 7.11 1,671 7.74 1,819 8.36 1,965 9.03 2,122 9.67 2,272 10.22 2,402 10.15 2,526
Frosh Football #2 235 6.47 1,520 7.11 1,671 7.74 1,819 8.36 1,965 9.03 2,122 9.67 2,272 10.22 2,402 10.15 2,526
Varsity Basketball 360 8.36 3,010 9.03 3,251 9.67 3,481 10.33 3,719 10.93 3,935 11.54 4,154 12.11 4,360 12.64 4,550
J.V. Basketball 295 7.11 2,097 7.74 2,283 8.36 2,466 9.03 2,664 9.67 2,853 10.33 3,047 10.90 3,216 11. 42 3,369
J.H. Basketball #1 170 5.83 991 6.47 1, 100 7.11 1,209 7.74 1,316 8.36 1,421 9.03 1,535 9.58 1,629 10.11 1,719
J.H. Basketball #2 170 5.83 991 6.47 1,100 7.11 1, 209 7.74 1,316 8.36 1,421 9.03 1,535 9.58 1,629 10.11 1,719
Modified Basketball 130 5.83 758 6.47 841 7.11 924 7.74 1,006 8.36 1,087 9.03 1, 174 9.58 1,245 10.11 1,314
Girls Modified Basketball 130 5.83 758 6.47 841 7.11 924 7.74 1,006 8.36 1,087 9.03 1, 174 9.58 1,245 10.11 1,314
Girls Varsity Basketball 275 8.36 2,299 9.03 2,483 9.67 2,659 10.33 2,841 10.93 3,006 11.54 3, 174 12.11 3,330 12.64 3,476
Girls J.V. Basketball 225 7.11 1,600 7.74 1,742 8.36 1,881 9.03 2,032 9.67 2,176 10.33 2,324 10.90 2,453 11. 42 2,570
Girls Gymnastics 250 8.36 2,090 9.03 2,258 9.67 2,418 10.33 2,583 10.93 2,733 11.54 2,885 12.11 3,028 12.64 3,160
Varsity Swimming 250 8.36 2,090 9.03 2,258 9.67 2,418 10.33 2,583 10.93 2,733 11.54 2,885 12.11 3,028 12.64 3, 160
Asst. Swimming 230 7.11 1,635 7.74 1, 780 8.36 1,923 9.03 2,077 9.67 2,224 10.33 2,376 10.90 2,507 11.42 2,627
Boys Varsity Track 225 8.36 1,881 9.03 2,032 9.67 2,176 10.33 2,324 10.93 2,459 11.54 2,597 12.11 2,n5 12.64 2,844
Girls Varsity Track 225 8.36 1,881 9.03 2,032.- 9.67 2,176 10.33 2,324 10.93 2,459 11.54 2,597 12.11 2,n5 12.64 2,844
Boys JV Track 200 7.11 1,422 7.74 1,548 8.36 1,672 9.03 1,806 9.67 1,934 10.33 2,066 10.90 2, 180 11.42 2,284
Girls Asst. JV Track 200 7.11 1,422 7.74 1, 548 8.36 1,672 9.03 1,806 9.67 1,934 10.33 2,066 10.90 2, 180 11.42 2,284
Cross COU"Itry 185 8.36 1,547 9.03 1,671 9.67 1, 789 10.33 1,911 10.93 2,022 11.54 2, 135 12.11 2,240 12.64 2,338
Asst. Cross Country 175 7.11 1,244 7.74 1,355 8.36 1,463 9.03 1,580 9.67 1,692 10.33 1,808 10.90 1,908 11. 42 1,999
Varsity Baseball 225 8.36 1,881 9.03 2,032 9.67 2,176 10.33 2,324 10.93 2,459 11.54 2,597 12.11 2,n5 12.64 2,844
J.V. Baseball 200 7.11 1, 422 7.74 1,548 8.36 1,672 9.03 1,806 9.67 1,934 10.33 2,066 10.90 2, 180 11.42 2, 284
Frosh Baseball 170 6.47 1,100 7.11 1, 209 7.74 1,316 8.36 1,421 9.03 1,535 9.67 1,644 10.22 1,737 10.75 1, 828
Varsity Softball 175 8.36 1,463 9.03 1,580 9.67 1,692 10.33 1,808 10.93 1, 913 11. 54 2,020 12.11 2,119 12.64 2,212
Girls JV Softball 165 7.11 1,173 7.74 1,277 8.36 1,379 9.03 1,490 9.67 1,596 10.33 1,704 10.90 1,799 11. 42 1,884
Modified Softball 130 5.83 158 6.47 841 7.11 924 7.74 1,006 8.36 1,087 9.03 1, 174 9.58 1,245 10.11 1,314
Varsity Tennis 185 8.36 1,547 9.03 1,671 9.67 1,789 10.33 1,911 10.93 2,022 11. 54 2, 135 12.11 2,240 12.64 2,338
Girls Varsity Tennis 185 8.36 1,547 9.03 1,671 9.67 1, 789 10.33 1,911 10.93 2,022 11.54 2, 135 12.11 2,240 12.64 2,338
J.V. Temis 175 7.11 1,244 7.74 1,355 8.36 1,463 9.03 1,580 9.67 1,692 10.33 t,808 10.90 1,908 11.42 1,999
Girls JV Temis 175. 7.11 1,244 7.74 1,355 8.36 1,463 9.03 1,580 9.67 1,692 10.33 1,808 10.90 1,908 11. 42 1,999Varsity Cheerleading 120 8.36 1, 003 9.03 1,084 9.67 1, 160 10.33 1,240 10.93 1,312 11.54 1, 385 12.11 1,453 12.64 1,517
Var Cheer leading -Wint 180 8.36 1,505 9.03 1,625 9.67 1,741 10.33 1,859 10.93 1,967 11.54 2,077 12.11 2, 180 12.64 2,275J.V. Cheerleading 120 7.11 853 7.74 929 8.36 1,003 9.03 1,084 9.67 1,160 10.33 1, 240 10.90 1,308 11.42 1,370
J.V. Cheerleading - Wint 180 7.11 1,280 7.74 1,393 8.36 1,505 9.03 1, 625 9.67 1, 741 10.33 1,859 10.90 1,962 11.42 2,056Varsi ty Golf 175 8.36 1,463 9.03 1,580 9.67 1,692 10.33 1,808 10.93 1,913 11.54 2,020 12.11 2,119 12.64 2,212
J.V. Golf 165 7.11 1,173 7.74 1,277 8.36 1,379 9.03 1,490 9.67 1,596 10.33 1,704 10.90 1,799 11.42 1,884Varsity Field Hockey 235 8.36 1,965 9.03 2,122 9.67 2,272 10.33 2,428 10.93 2,569 11.54 2,712 12.11 2,846 12.64 2,970Girls JV Field Hockey 210 7.11 1,493 7.74 1,625 8.36 1, 756 9.03 1,896 9.67 2,031 10.33 2, 169 10.90 2,289 11.42 2,398Varsity Volleybell 275 8.36 2,299 9.03 2,483 9.67 2,659 10.33 2,841 10.93 3,006 11.54 3, 174 12.11 3,330 12.64 3,476Girls JV Volleyball 225 7.11 1,600 7.74 1, 742 8.36 1,881 9.03 2,032 9.67 2,176 10.33 2,324 10.90 2,453 11.42 2,570Modified Volleyball 130 5.83 158 6.47 841 7.11 924 7.74 1,006 8.36 1,087 9.03 1,174 9.58 1, 245 10.11 1,314Modified Field Hockey 130 5.83 158 6.47 841 7.11 924 7.74 1,006 8.36 1,087 9.03 1, 174 9.58 1,245 10.11 1,314Varsity Soccer 235 8.36 1,965 9.03 2, 122 9.67 2,272 10.33 2,428 10.93 2,569 11.54 2,712 12.11 2,846 12.64 2,970J .V. Soccer 210 7.11 1,493 7.74 1,625 8.36 1,756 9.03 1,896 9.67 2,031 10.33 2, 169 10.90 2,289 11.42 2,398Modified Soccer 180 6.47 1,165 7.11 1,280 7.74 1,393 8.36 1,505 9.03 1,625 9.67 1, 741 10.22 1,840 10.75 1,935
between the end of the teacher work year and August 31. The
specific days worked shall be mutually agreed upon by the
counselor and the principal. The actual number of these
additional work days are subject to the principal's approval.
The additional days worked shall be compensated at one/200th of
the counselor's annual base salary.
Any days beyond the twenty (20) days needed by the counselor to
complete his/her duties will be without additional compensation.
(5) Insofar as possible, teachers assigned to extra duty areas shall
receive written notification of such assignment: not later than
June 1 of the preceding school year.
y"';;'(6) Secondary School Detention Stipend (one hour after school) is ,.
$2~O fQr the fu~l year....
.)
I'i?
\"
(7) Media' D1rE~ctor: K-12 - Involves after-school work at a stipend of
$2,000~- .
(8) Middle School Detention Stipend~'(one hour after school) is $1,150 for
the full year.
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1994-1995 $28,000
1995-1996 $28,000
1996-1997 $29,000
1997-1998 $29,000
1998-1999 $30,000
A differential of $400 shall be added to salary for those
teachers who have a total of twenty-fiv~ (25) years teaching
experience in private and/or public schools.
A differential of $500 shall be added to salary for those teachers who
have a total of thirty (30) years teaching experience in private
and/or public schools.
(5) The total of the foregoing iterns shall be known as "Total Base
Salary" .
(6) Starting salary shall be:
Each teacher's total base salary shall be increased by 2% in 1994-95,
1995-96, 1996-97, 1997-98 and 1998-99.
An adjustment to the base salary in the amount of $700 will be made in
1994-95, 1995-96, 1996-97, 1997-98 and 1998-99.
B. EXTRA PAY FOR EXTRA SERVICES
(1) The schedule of extra pay for extra services will be according to
the schedules which are annexed hereto and made a part hereof.
(2) Teachers coming into the District who have prior experience in an
extra duty area may, at the discretion of the Superintendent, be
granted full or partial credit for such prior experience if the
teacher is assigned to an extra duty area comparable to that in
which such prior experience was gained.
(3) (a) Regular teaching sta~f members employed for summer school shall be
paid $25.25 per hour or 1/200th of the teacher7g-salary, prorated
for hours worked (based on a 7 hour day), whichever is less.
(b) Effective July 1, 1994, teaching staff members employed
for summer curriculum work shall be paid as follows~
(1) $17.00 per hour for developing written
curriculum or modifying curriculum in
accordance with guidelines to be established
by the Superintendent;
(2) $12.00 per hour for staff development,
inservice training or other programs as
determined by the Superintendent.
The decision of which rate applies shall be made by
the Superintendent in consultation with the
Association President.
(4) The Guidance Counselor work year begins September 1 and continues
through the last day of the teacher work year. In addition, ~
counselors will be required to work up to twenty\,al2-(ndays
.
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(2a)Graduate hours ear~ed credit.
.
Each teacher employed prior to July I,
1994, shall rece1ve appropr1ate payment for new graduate hours
approved and credited during the term of this agreement. Such payment
shall be as follows:
$240 per block of six hours for current employees and
new hires.
It is the responsibility of the teacher to notify the
Superintendent of any new graduate hours in order to have these
graduate hours earned for salary purposes. In 'order to receive
salary payment for new graduate hours, during the first semester,
the Superintendent must be notified by October 15th of that yeart
In order to receive payment for the second semester, th"e
Superintendent must be notified by February lS'th of that year."
Should it be impossible for teachers to comply with these
deadlines for circumstances beyond the teachers control, the
matter will be an issue of whether or not the teacher will
receive additional payment for new graduate hours. It will be
determined by the Superintendent.
Transcripts shall be submitted
Superintendent by October 15th
adjustments. Hours shall be paid
shall be a part of base salary for
increases as listed below.
by the teacher to the
and March 1st for salary
at the ratE~ when earned and
the calculation of percentage
Additiona.l limitation on graduate credit hours: Graduate credit
hours must be paid in blocks of six (6) hours of approved
graduate level work and will not be paid for any hours over 60
hours, except in the case of teachers who were employed as of
September 1975, and who were at the time in possession of hours
beyond 60, to tne extent that they were possessed of hours beyond
60 at that time.
Fifteen, {15t;.inservlce hours. taken <"out"side o~~~1)e. ~9rk day eCjuiils ~
one graQuate -'ho~ All inservice hours are subj ect to the prior
approval of the Superintendent, in his sole discretion.
(2b) Effect..:i.vE!n..July'~~1r"7;..1-9:94 ,':,for'''a11' ifew:';employees.;c""a~dlfferefit'ial- 01:'.. two'
thousana'~rars '($2',000) will be':;"'adaed .."to'the salary of :"those
teachers who possess a Masters' Degree-'from '~an""approved' educational
institution.~ The District pays the differential for one Masters'
Degree only. An additional fifteen hundred dollars ($1,500) will be
paid for the CAS degree and an additional fifteen hundred dollars
$1,500) will be paid for an earned Ph.D. or Ed.D. from an approved
educational institution. The.. District wi.ll. .pay for only one each af
the degr~:!es -earned by an..indivrauant.."" ~s...~.~
t',tJ.;. , '.-
.~. ... .
().) F~r t~~cher,s".ef!\P1oyed ~rior to Jul~~f~:r~9!~-7iii... e~~h Yea~, '~§t:~,~~.J~
agreemene', a ~d1fferent1.al
. of $500. w111 be added. to".the sala~' 'off'
those--teachers who pos.se'ss. "a ~"MaSteffi-~egree""or~'~ a i 'Ba'cne16r"~
D~grge-N1P'lUB' sixty'" ".t'6Q) .-:;graduate"~Cfedrf~r-"'!'~r'pin:-' atl...f~Rrovea"'~
educational institution'. q~he Distric't :pays.t1ie'::':CYilfe'rential
.
for'"
one Masters' Degree on~y. ~
. , -,,;.\'<..;..oA
- -'
.
(4) A arffe:r'entfiil of' '$300'.00 ','snall be 'added to"~saL:iiY for'',o'tnose4
teachers Who have a.' total of" twentY~'~~ lC20'j'
..
'. yeari?; . "teaching ~..
experience in , private a~d/or public-~~hobls~T~
.,
~ r ~.,,".
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E. Teachers will be encouraged to develop programs within the bounds of the
established curriculum and consistent with the philosophy of the Board.
ARTICLE XIII
ASSOCIATION RIGHTS
A. The Board of Education recognizes that it may be necessary, on occasion,
for a representative of the negotiating unit to attend meetings relating
to unit activities. On such occasions a request for absence shall be
honored by the Superintendent provided an adequate substitute is
available. The cost of the substitute will be borne by the negotiating
unit.
B. Before the Board adopts a change in policy which affects wages, hours and
other terms or conditions of employment when such a proposed change is not
related to a specific item in the Agreement, the Superintendent will
introduce the change to the Association Executive Committee for discussion
and proposed recommendation to the Board of Education.
Copies of this Agreement shall be made available in booklet form and in
the teacher I s handbook to all professional employees. It shall be the
duty of the individual employee to familiarize himself or herself with the
Agreement and keep material up to date and available.
C.
D. There shall be posted in the faculty rooms of each building notice of
scheduled public Board meetings at least 24 hours in advance of such
meetings.
E. All conditions of employment as defined in this contract shall be
maintained at not less than the highest standard in effect in the District
at the time this Agreement is signed, provided that such conditions shall
be improved for the benefit of teachers as required by the express
provisions of this Agreement.
This article only refers to those items specifically enumerated in this
contract and does not diminish any of the District's rights contained in
this contract.
ARTICLE XIV
BOARD RIGHTS
The Board retains all the rights, privileges and authority it had prior to
signing this Agreement except as specifically abridged, modified or limited by
this Agreement.
ARTICLE XV
SALARIES
A. TEACHER SALARY AMOUNTS AND CALCULATIONS
(1) Service Credit. Service credit for salary purposes shall be
initially established by the Superintendent and teacher at time
of hiring.
servicei credit
"~Ei?"f:.. Q.~~ .h
.
~
.
'.~~~~,}~~~~~:,::$50?
,
~?er year .duri.,~~.
this contract. . ~
..j~ .. 4If
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Regarding retirees, employees who retire with a family plan may continue
the family plan into retirement. The surviving spouse of a retiree will
be allowed to continue in a single plan or family plan if he/she
contributes 100% of the cost.
The District agrees to pay 100% of the premium cost for the Extended
Dependent Care Rider for employees who retired prior to July 1, 1994.
Retirees afte~r that date will share in the cost of: the premium based on
the above schedule of years of service~.
B. DENTAL PLAN
""1:,.
,'"
,.
..;;'--.
...
The District shall provide to all employees who elect to become members
the Smile Saver Dental Plan, Option 1. The District shall pay 85%% of the-
premium costs for this plan for the duration of the Agreement. .
Effective July 1, 1994, for all new employees, the District shall pay. $462
per year toward a family plan and $178 per year for a single plan for the
duration of t.he agreement. Retirees may continue in the District Dental
Plan by paying the full cost of the premium.
c. EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
The District will make available an Employee Assistance Program.
D. FLEXIBLE SPENDING ACCOUNT
The District will make available a Flexible Spending Account Program. The
maximum ~ount \o!ill1?~.~3, 000 for the life of this A,greement.
ARTICLE XII
CURRICULUM
The Association knows that an active, ever-changing curriculum which keeps pace
with the times in essential. Therefore, the following suggestions are listed
below:
A. Active curriculum committees will continue to be set up on subject matter
fields. Members working on curriculum committees will be chosen by the
Administration so that a full range of experience is utilized. These
committees will keep abreast of new materials, current practices of other
schools and experimentation taking place in their fi.elds.
B. By the prec(~ding February, each curriculum committee will report its
recommendations, names of teachers to work on curriculum change and an
i tend zed budget.
c. If a curriculum committee feels a need for additional study by a teacher,
or teachers, for the purpose of meeting demands of new curriculum, a
request for Cl grant may be made to the Superintendemt. If approved, this
grant would cover tuition, travel and a stipend equal to the amount
offered by tIle Federal Government. If a teacher receives a Federal Grant,
he or she is not eligible for Board reimbursement.
D. In-service courses will continue to be given. Areas of interest will be
determined in part by suggestions from classroom teachers in cooperation
with Administrators. In-service courses will be g'iven for enrichment if
sufficient dE!sire is shown by the teachers.
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(6) The arbitrator shall have no power or authority to make any
decision which requires the commission of an act prohibited by
law or which is violative of the terms of this Agreement.
(7) The arbitrator shall not have the power to add to, subtract from,
vary, modify or amend the terms of this Agreement.
(8) Arbitration shall not have the authority to deny to the Board or
the Association membership any function, judgment and discretion
granted to the Board or the Association membership by law.
(9) Cases involving moral turpitude or professional competence will
not be arbitrated.
(10) The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding upon all
parties and shall become a part thereof.
(11) The costs for the services of the arbitrator, including expenses,
if any, will be borne equally by the Board and the Association.
ARTICLE XI
HEALTH INSURANCE
A. HOSPITAL, SURGICAL, MEDICAL PLAN
Recognizing current practice, the Board of Education will make available
to all qualifying teachers who elect to become members, Blue Cross Blue
Million Health Insurance Plan or a comparable HMO Plan as allowed by law.
The.District will pay 85% of the plan selected by the employe~.
Effective July 1, 1994, for all new employees, the District will pay:
$4,068 per year for a family plan.
$3,840 per year for a no spouse plan.
$3,720 per year for a two-person plan.
$1,920 for a single plan.
In the event that the parties mutually agree to change to an alternate
health plan, all benefits of the plan shall be equal or better for all
individuals covered under the current agreement, including retirees.
Health Insurance for Retirees
.....
Years of Service .. Percentaae Paid Premiunis~1
20 years +
19 years
18 years
17 years
16 years
15 years
14 years
13 years
12 years
11 years
10 years
100%
95%
90%
85%
80%
75%
70%
65%
60%
55%
50%
Employees retiring with less than ten years of service may enroll in the"
District health plan by paying- the-"'fu1d~:'b'Gst:~r.-Of..."t'he".premiurii'.,
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(5) Fo~s for filing grievances, serving notice, taking appeals,
mak1ng reports and recoITUTlendations and other nE~cessary documents
will be jointly prepared. The Board shall then print appropriate
forms for distribution so as to facilitate operation of the
grievance procedure.
(6) Decisions rendered at each step of the grievance procedure shall
be in writing, setting forth the decision and the supporting
reasons therefore, and will be promptly transmitted to all
interested parties.
(7) If in the judgment of either party, a grievance affects a group
or class of teachers and appears to arise from the alleged action
of authority higher than the Principal of a school or is
associated with system-wide policies, it may be submitted
directly at Step 2, to be described below.
(8) Every eftort will be made to schedule grievance hearings after
school hours. If unable to accomplish it after the hours of
employment, investigation of grievances as may be required shall
be conducted during the hours of employment. In the course of
such investigation, representatives of the Association will
advise the Principal of the building being visited of the purpose
of the visit iITUTlediatelyupon arrival. Every effort will be made
to avoid interruption of classroom activities and to avoid
involvement of students in any phase of the grievance procedure.
(9) Nothing contained herein will be construed as limiting the right
of any party having a grievance to discuss the matter informally
with any appropriate member of the other party and having the
grievance adjusted without imposition of the formula procedure,
provided such adjustment is not inconsistent with the terms of
this Agreement.
D. STEPS IN THE GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
(1) All grievances must be reduced to writing and submitted to the
teacher's iITUTlediatesuperior or to the teacher (if grievance is
raised by the Board) within twenty (20) days after the event
occurred giving rise to the grievance. A written answer to the
grievance must be rendered within five (5) days.
(2) If not settled, the grievance may, within ten (10) days, be
submitted to the Superintendent or the President of the
Association. A meeting on the grievance shall be held within ten
(10) days, and a written decision on the grievance rendered within
five (5) days thereafter.
(3) If not settled, the grievance may, within t1en (10) days, be
submitted to the Board or President of the Association, who shall
consider the same within five (5) days or at its next scheduled
meeting, whichever is later. A decision shall be rendered within
ten (10) days thereafter.
(4) If not settled, the grievance may, within fifteen (15) days, be
submitted to final and binding arbitration before an arbitrator
selected according to the procedures of the AmE~rican Arbitration
Association.
(5) The arbitrator I s decision will be in writing and will set forth
his finding of fact, reasoning and conclusions of the issues
submitted.
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ARTICLE X
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
A. DEFINITION
Any dispute concerning the interpretation of application of this Agreement
may be raised as a "Grievance" by either party to this Agreement. Days
are to be working days, which shall mean all days the District Office is
open, including Summer, but not including recess periods.
B. TIME LIMITS
(I) Since it is important that grievances be processed as rapidly as
possible, the number of days permitted to any party at any step
should be considered a maximum and every effort will be made by
all parties to expedite the process.
(2) The primary purpose of the procedure set forth in this article is
to secure, at the earliest level possible, equitable solutions to
complaints or grievances of teachers or groups of teachers or the
Board. Both parties agree that proceedings under this Article
shall be kept as informal and confidential as may be appropriate.
(3) The time limits may be extended by mutual agreement.
C. GENERAL PRINCIPLES
(1) It shall be the firm policy of the Board to assure to every
teacher an opportunity to have unobstructed use of this grievance
procedure without fear of reprisal or without prejudice in any
manner to his professional status.
(2) The failure of an aggrieved party to raise a grievance in the
prescribed time period or to proceed to the next step within the
time limit set forth shall be deemed to be an acceptance of the
decision previously rendered and shall constitute a waiver of any
future appeal concerning the particular grievance, provided,
however, in the event new facts are obtained which were not
previously known to him but which, if they had been known, might
have influenced the disposition of the grievance, the
presentation of such information to the parties in interest shall
constitute grounds to reopen the grievance procedure at that
level at which it had been terminated; provided further, in the
event a decision has been rendered in a grievance and the
decision has not been implemented or has been violated the
presentation of such evidence to the parties in interest shall
constitute ground to reopen the grievance at the level at which
it had been terminated.
(3) At any level, the failure of an Administrator to communicate his
decision to the teacher within the specified time limits shall
permit a teacher and/or the professional status committee to
proceed to the next level.
(4) If a grievance is filed on or after June 1st, which if left
unresolved until the beginning of the following school year could
result in irreparable harm to a party in interest, the time
limits set forth herein shall be reduced so that the grievance
procedure may be exhausted prior to the end of the school year or
as soon thereafter as possible.
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(2) If for some reason a person does not return to the East Rochester
Public Sc:hools after the completion of his paid professional
leave and any extensions such as a leave of absence without pay,
he shall contract to reimburse the School District for all monies
expended by the District for his benefit during the extent of the
paid professional leave.
(3) If a person returns to the School District but leaves before his
obligations are completed, he must reimburse the School District
proportionately for the time yet to serve under the conditions
outlined in (2) above.
(4) In the event of death or disability, the recipient of a leave of
absence or his estate would not be expected to reimburse the
School District.
(5) Along with the application for a paid professional leave the
teacher must submit a detailed plan of the way in which the paid
professional leave would be spent and its educational relevance.
This plan shall be evaluated in terms of its educational
relevancy and approved by the 'Superintendent before the
professional leave is granted.
(6) All recipients must follow carefully their proposed and accepted
plan and any deviations from this plan must be reported
immediately to the Superintendent. The continuation of the paid
professional leave will be dependent upon acceptance of the
change in plans. This, of course, would not be applicable to
small changes in college study plans as perhaps would be dictated
by the chairman of a degree program or of a department.
(7) All paid professional leave recipients must make a comprehensive
final report to the Board of Education, the Superintendent and to
other groups within the school setting as directed by the
Superintendent.
(8) Interim reports, while not necessary, are desirable and would be
welcomed.
(9) If a paid professional leave is given for study, there will be no
restrictions as to the minimum number of hours taken in a given
semester, or a given year, but the anticipated program will be
approved by the Superintendent, and it is expected that a
recipient will carry on a full-time study program.
(10) On paid professional leaves granted for research, the major part
of the recipient's time must be spent in active research
endeavors. This would include active field research plus library
research and writing of reports of the research such as in a
doctoral thesis.
(11) It is expected that on paid professional leave programs granted
for teaching as outlined under" Purposes., the work would be of
such a na.ture that benefits could be derived by the East Rochester
Public Schools on the return of the recipient.
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(6) A candidate, having made application for a paid professional
leave, will be allowed to withdraw as a candidate without penalty
if his withdrawal comes prior to the employment of his
replacement or when other arrangements can be made for the given
school year. If a candidate withdraws his application in a given
school year, he will remain on the eligibility list until his
paid professional leave is taken.
(7) The granting of a paid professional leave will in no way
jeopardize the applicant's eligibility for receiving fellowships
or other leaves of absence at. later dates. Time spent on
professional leave will be considered equivalent to service
within the School District except that it will not be considered
as a year of service in computing the five-year requirement for
an additional paid professional leave.
E. STIPENDS AND BENEFITS
(1) An applicant who has received a paid professional leave for a
full year may be granted up to one-half his normal teaching
salary for which he is eligible during the year he takes his
leave, exclusive of extra duties. If he is granted a half-year
paid professional leave, he can be granted up to his normal
teaching salary for that half year.
(2) The salary to which a paid professional leave recipient is
entitled will be paid on a regular school year payroll schedule.
(3) Paid professional leave shall be considered as service for a
regular step on the salary schedule.
(4) Credit for hours accrued on a paid professional leave will be
granted immediately after returning from leave, subject to the
restrictions of the salary schedule in effect at that time, and
the receipt of an official transcript.
(5) A person awarded a paid professional leave will be eligible for
across-the-board salary increases which become effective while he
is on leave.
(6) A person awarded a paid professional leave will be appointed to
at least a comparable position on his return.
(7) provisions will be made for health insurance, major medical and
other fringe benefits for which a person would normally be
eligible.
(8) Recipients of a paid professional leave must report scholarships,
grants in aid, teaching salaries, fellowship aid, research grants
or other forms of related income. The salary grant from the
School District may be contingent on these other forms of income.
Total income while on leave shall not be more than the scheduled
local teaching salary.
F. OBLIGATIONS
(1) Recipients of a paid professional leave from the East Rochester
Public Schools are obligated to return to the East Rochester
Public Schools to serve a minimum of two years after completion
of their leave program.
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(2) Research: Participation in a research program, individual
research or institutional research which will improve knowledge
of his field and better prepare the individual staff member for
service to East Rochester Public Schools. Along with research
some staff members may want to use a professional leave to write
a dissertation, a textbook or a series of articles.
(3) Teaching: There are many excellent school systems in which new
and exciting explorations are taking place. It would seem to be
a benefit: to the East Rochester Public Schools to allow its
teachers to use a paid professional leave in teaching in an
outstanding school system. This might be teaching at a
university, in a foreign school in experimental or institutional
settings, or in an eminently superior school s~tting. Such
participation should be a significant addition to our own
curriculum and procedures.
(4) Industry: There may be times when a staff member would gain by
using a paid professional leave to work in industry. Industrial
experience would prove beneficial to those teac:hers dealing with
programs related to industry or business.
C. LENGTH OF PROFESSIONAL LEAVE
(1) It is assumed that in most situations the request for paid
professional leaves will be a request for a full year away from
the schoc>!. However, consideration will be given to half-year
absence.
(2) If the one-year leave of absence is not sufficient for the
completion of an academic program or perhaps a research program,
participants may apply for an additional leave of absence without
pay with assurance of reappointment to the systE~m upon completion
of this leave.
D. ELIGIBILITY AND QUALIFICATIONS
(1) All full-.time professional employees of the School District who
meet the requirements listed are eligible to apply for the paid
professional leave program.
(2) Length of Service: An application for paid professional leave
will be clccepted after an applicant has served satisfactorily as
a full-time professional employee in the East Rochester Public
Schools for a period of (5) years.
(3) Application forms for a paid professional leave should be
obtained from the Superintendent. Completed applications must be
returned to the Superintendent by March 1 of the year prior to
the school year for which the leave is requested.
(4) The granting of a paid professional leave for a given individual
in a given year is contingent on the availability of a suitable
replacement. If a suitable replacement is unavailable in a given
year and an applicant is denied the granting of a paid
professional leave for that reason, he will receive priority for
the following year or when a suitable replacement is available.
(5) No more than two members of the professional staff regularly
employed in a given year may be granted paid professional leave.
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J. ADOPTION LEAVE
(1) Any teacher adopting a child or children will be granted a one-
year leave of absence without pay upon request.
(2) Upon return the teacher shall be placed in the same or similar
position for which qualification exists. All benefits shall be
reinstated upon teacher I s return. Salary will commence at the
next appropriate salary step for that individual. (For example,
a teacher who leaves after a year when on step 12 will be placed
on step 13 when he or she returns.)
K. NOTIFICATION OF ABSENCE
Notification of absences shall be made as soon as possible to the
principal or principal's designee of your school so that adequate
substitutes may be secured. In case of absence not mentioned in the above
regulations, the Principal of your building shall be contacted
sufficiently soon so that approval and necessary arrangements may be made.
L. TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT
Upon termination of employment, all sick leave allowance is canceled.
payment for unused reserve will be made.
No
M. SALARY DEDUCTION
In the event of full salary deduction, 1/200th of the annual contract
salary minus substitute salary will be deducted for each full day's
absence. Effective July 1, 1988, in the event of full salary deduction,
1/200th of the annual contract salary will be deducted for each full day's
absence.
ARTICLE IX
PAID PROFESSIONAL LEAVES
A. INTENT
The intent of the paid professional leave program is to permit the
regularly certified full-time professional employees to further their
professional growth on a long-term basis and to qualify themselves for
better professional service to the District.
It should be understood that the paid professional leave program is a
privilege and not a right of employment. The mere completion of the
minimum number of years of employment does not in itself justify the
expectation of leave.
B. PURPOSES FOR WHICH PAID PROFESSIONAL LEAVES MAY BE GRANTED
Professional staff members who have completed satisfactory service in the
East Rochester Public Schools may apply for a paid professional leave to
improve personal and professional preparation. The specific reason for a
request for leave will vary from person to person. However, it is
expected that most requests will fall in the following' areas:
(1) Study: Advanced study in a recognized field which enables
participants to improve their teaching, administrative and
supervisory skills and thus enhance the educational program of
the East Rochester Public Schools.
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Death (other than immediate family);
Personal business having a direct application to the teacher's duties.
Emergency family or personal obligations. The first day used for thi~
reason shall be in the discretion of the Superintendent.
One unused Personal Obligations Day may be added to sick leave accumulation at
the end of the school year.
H. VISITING DAYS
Any professional em~l~yee on the permanent staff will be allowed one visiting
day each year to V1S1t another school or attend a conference, provided such
visit is approved, in advance, by the Superintendent of Schools. Professional
employees will be responsible for expenses involved on such visits when the
visiting day is initiated by the employee. However, when the visiting day is
initiated by the School District, the School District will bear the traveling
expenses.
I. FAMILY LEAVE POLICY
(1) A leave of absence for maternity purposes shall be granted on the
following basis:
(a) Notification: As soon as the employee determines she is
pregnant, she must notify the Superintendent's Office in
writing, with a statement from her physician which
provides his estimate of the delivery date and his
evaluation of the employee's physical abilities to
continue performing the full duties and responsibilities
of her position.
(b) Commencement: The employee must notify the
SuperintendentIs Office, in writing, of the date she
wishes to commence her leave of absence, as determined by
her attending physician. She shall be permitted to
continue on active duty until such date, provided she
does perform the full duties and responsibilities of her
position, and furnishes additional statements from her
physician upon reasonable request.
(c) Duration:
.. ~~~bin .eigp.t'weeks following termination of
"pregnancy;- the..employee Is physician will c~rtify iii
writing to the Superintendent that such employee is or is
not physically capable of returning to work.' After
medical certification, the employee may be granted an
additional leave, without benefits, up to one year from
the date of medical certification. She may resume her
teaching duties upon giving fifteen (15) days notice to
the Superintendent.
(d) Return from I.eave: .up..Qn_~eturn she srntll be' pla'ceo
in' her same, Ci>r,similar' 'position' for 'which " she', i~
quali.f.ie.~..~..All benefits shall be reinstated upon I" he~
,"
return; however , she "shall,.not advance in sala~ unl'ess '
she taught at ~least t~o~re1)m~-m-.t1lE!school year
in which her leave commenced.
(e) Benefits: While on leave, shall be extended as for any
other employee on sick leave. The paid portion of such a
leave is only for the period of time which the employee
herself is physically disabled, and only to the extent
such employee has sick leave days accumulated.
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(1) The District carries employees I compensat ion insurance. In the
event of accident covered by such insurance, professional
employees shall be paid the difference between the wage allowance
under compensation and the salary which would have been earned
had there been no absence from duty.
(2) Any award for permanent injury or disfigurement is excluded in
this consideration.
D. ILLNESS OR ACCIDENT IN THE FAMILY
Time not to exceed five (5) days per year, not cumulative, may be used for
critical illness or accident in immediate family or for unusual
circumstances brought about by illness or accident in the immediate
family. These days will be taken from the personal Sick Leave Reserife.
Immediate family will be defined to mean spouse, child, father, mother,
sister, brother or relative living in the household.
E. DEATH IN THE FAMILY'
In the event of death in the family, the following days are allowable and
such absences shall not be taken from Sick Leave Reserve.
(1) Five days for spouse,
father/rnother-in-law.
son, daughter, father, mother, sibling,
(2) Three days for brother/sister-in-law, grandparents, grandchild.
(3) Up to two (2) days for other deaths not covered may be granted at
the sole discretion of the Superintendent of Schools.
(4) Days granted only if necessary to actually attend.
(5) The days will be granted only for actual established need and not
days off because of death per se. For example, if death occurs
on a Thursday, and the first day of the wake is Friday, and the
burial is Saturday or Sunday, the employee is expected back to
work on Monday.
F. JURY DUTY
Professional employees called for jury duty shall receive their salary
less jury fees.
G. PERSONAL OBLIGATIONS
Two (2) days per year will be granted for personal obligations. These
days shall not be cumulative, shall not be the last day before a vacation
or the first day following, except at the discretion of the
Superintendent, and will not be taken from sick leave. Notice of absence
for personal reasons to be filed prior to absence whenever possible, but
statement of reason is not required. Personal obligations shall be
interpreted to mean those obligations which are impossible to be satisfied
other than during school hours. They should not be interpreted to mean
planning or being involved in work or employment other than that directly
related to education. Included are:
Wedding (self, close friend or immediately family);
College graduation of son or daughter;
Transporting son or daughter to and from college;
Receiving an advanced degree;
Subpoena, court attendance, house closing, moving;
Religious observance;
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(b) Sick day: for part-time teachers, a sick day is that
scheduled work day they are regularly assig'ned. For
example, a teacher working 3/5 time gets a sick day
equal to that fractional time. The intent is that a
sick day equals the work day and that pay for a sick
day equals pay for one part-time work day.
(2) Part-time teachers shall be allowed ten (10), days of absence due
to illness each year without deductions in salaxy. Any unused
sick days at the end of the school year shall be credited to a
Sick Leave Reserve proportionately restricted as for a full-time
teacher.
(3) Any part-time teacher who has accumulated unused sick days at the end
of a school year and who will move to a full-time work schedule the
following year, such accumulated unused sick days will be pro-rated
and converted to full-time day equivalents. For example, a 3/5 part-
time teacher who has not used the 10 part-time sick days per year and
who moves to a full-time schedule will have accumulated 3/5 of 10
full-time sick days or six (6) full-time sick days.
B. SICK LEAVE BANK
..
Effective July 1, 1988, the Sick Leave Bank shall be maintained as
follows:
(1) Each teacher on staff will contribute one day to the Bank on
September 7, 1988. Effective September 8, 1988, the District
will contribute an equal number of days to the Bank.
(2) Each new teacher shall contribute one day to the Bank at the end
of the first month of employment. The District will contribute
an equal number of days to the Bank.
(3) When the number of days in the Bank drops below 100, each teacher
will contribute one day to the Bank. The District will
contributl= an equal number of days.
,
. .
Use of 'the ~ic~.k Leave Bankwi"l~~l:2~~-p~~itt~d.~ o~",~be::fui1:d~1iT~rm~:
"
. . ...
...~.
-
'..
(1).~The teacher shall have used'alT of-"his/her"'personal accumut'afted
sick' leave days; _
(2) The teacher must be absent from work due to' 'sickness or injurY'
for 35 cO)[lsecutive school days;:
._'''......_
(3).~.T~e,,~~~gfl~~~y.draw sick leave _days 'from the Bank to ~...*,~mitof:,
184 consecutive school days;.
(4) If. the 'teacher"qualified for use of-'"the'BanJt'''i)ut''dfQ'not receive
pai:~~~r~9?al- ~'~+~k l.e~ye days'.:du7"ing
,
.~~~.~ '~5~'\'day "i)e~i.C?d.. iQ
subs'ec.t;J.oXl.(21,._P-aYs fr~m th~..~ank w:L~}..b~:.app~.1~d re~.r.?qc.t1."'e~Y~,;t\'(5) The D1st.r1ct may requ1re doctor' s: eV1dence of the 1l1ness or
injury'v-"oec'essftating' us'e of the Sick.Leave""..B.ank.....
. '., .A ._~ .. \ _
At the beginning of each school year, the District shall give the
Association President a report as to the use of the Sick Leave Bank in the
previous school year and the number of days remaining in the Sick Leave
Bank.
C. PERSONAL ACCIDENT
The personal illness procedure shall apply to personal accident except
that:
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C. TRANSPORTATION OF STUDENTS BY TEACHERS
Although teachers will not be required to use their own cars to transport
students to school-sponsored or school connected events, if they choose to
and with Administrative approval, they will be covered under the Board-
provided comprehensive secondary insurance. Approved transportation of
students by teachers will be reimbursed at the rate of twenty-seven cents
($.27) per mile.
D. PERSONNEL FILES
(1) The official District personnel file shall be kept in the Central
Office.
(2) A teacher and his or her representative, if he/she so desires,
may have access to all material in his/her file during normal
business hours, except pre-employment recommendations and
material not connected with employment, such as references for
other than District employment. If the teacher has any concern
about his/her personnel file, he will make that concern known to
the central administration as soon as possible.
A teacher shall be allowed to have copies made of any documents
contained in his/her file, exclusive of recommendations.
Teachers will assume cost at the going rate.
(3) No material shall be placed in a teachers' personnel file without
teacher acknowledgment. A teacher must acknowledge receipt of
such material and may submit a written notation regarding any
material. The same shall be attached to the file copy of the
material in question.
(4) Any complaint made against a teacher or person for whom the
teacher is administratively responsible, by any parent, student
or other person shall be called to the attention of the teacher
within five (5) days of the complaint if the complaint is to be
placed in the teacher's personnel file.
The procedures of the above paragraph apply to these records as
well as all others placed on file.
ARTICLE VIII
ABSENCE FROM DUTY
A. PERSONAL ILLNESS
All full-time teachers shall be allowed ten (10) d~ys absence due to..
illness each year without any deduction 'win salary. Any of the above
unused days shall be credited to a sick leave reserve. The total limit'of-.
this reserve- shal~. .be .230.d~y~_
A doctor Is statement shall be presented before payment can be made when
absence due to illness exceeds five (5) consecutive days. (Form provided
by school office before sick leave payment can be made.)
(1) Sick leave part-time teachers - definitions:
(a) Part-time teacher: That teacher employed on a
regular basis but whose work is less than thirty
school hours per week.
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B. The term" seniority", as used for layoff and recall purposes shall be
defined as follows: Length of continuous service within the District
computed from the most recent date of hire within t~e unit, applied within
a tenure area, subject only to the specific exceptions set out below:
(1) Where a unit member has previously been employed within the unit,
thereafter worked outside but within the School District, and
returned to unit membership, time spent outside the bargaining
unit shall not be counted for seniority purposes but all time
spent within the bargaining unit shall be included.
(2) Paid leaves of absence will be included within the seniority
calculations and shall not be deemed to be a brE~ak in seniority.
C. Teacher employees who are non-residents of the District and who wish to
have their child attend the East Rochester Union Free School District may
do so upon appropriate notification to the District. For teacher
employees whose children do attend the East Rochester Union Free School
District, non-resident tuition will be waived.
ARTICLE VI
SU'lYLMER SCHOOL
The policy of the Board of Education is to provide a summer school program in
keeping with the needs of the District. positions available will be publicized
by the Superintendent as early in the school year as expedient. Full-time,
certified, qualified teachers employed by the District will be given first
consideration.
ARTICLE VII
PROTECTION OF TEACHERS
A. ASSISTANCE IN ASSAULT CASES
(1) Principals and teachers shall be required to report all cases of
assault suffered by teachers in connection with their employment
to the Superintendent of Schools. The Superintendent of Schools
shall acknowledge receipt of such report and proceed according to
Education Law.
(2) The school counsel shall inform the teacher immediately of his or
her rights under the law; shall provide such information in a
written document, and shall notify the teacher of his or her
readiness to assist the teacher as follows:
(a) By obtaining from police and/or from the principal
relevant information;'
(b) By accompanying the teacher in court appearances;
(c) By acting in other appropriate ways as liaison
between teacher, police and the courts.
B. TEACHER DISCIPLINARY ACTION-LEGAL COUNSEL
The Board will provide legal counsel to teachers in any litigation arising
out of disciplinary action taken while in the discharge of duties within the
scope of his or her employment. The teacher must, however, within ten (10)
days of service of summons, complaint or other legal paper, deliver the
original or a copy thereof to the Superintendent.
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F. KINDERGARTEN PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Kindergarten pupils will be provided with Physical Education instruction
whenever possible. Physical Education instruction will be given by
certified teachers only.
G. PART-TIME EMPLOYEES
Part-time employees working less than eighty percent (80%) on a regularly-
scheduled basis will receive no benefits. The part-time employee may
enroll in the District health group plan by paying the full cost of the
premium. Part-time employees do not accrue seniority or acquire tenure.
H. SMOKING
Smoking will be confined only to those rooms currently designated by the
District as smoking areas. All other areas of the District property will
be a smoke-free environment. Effective July 1, 1995, the entire District
property and vehicles will be a smoke-free environment.
ARTICLE IV
TEACHER ASSIGNMENTS
A. Administrators shall notify each teacher by June 1st of his/her tentative
grade or subject assignment for the corning year. The teacher will be
notified as soon as possible of any change in this tentative assignment.
Any change after August 1 will have to be agreed upon by the teacher. If
any unpredictable element such as death or resignation occurs, the
principal will, of course, have the right to change assignments as
necessary.
B. Teachers will not be assigned except under unusual circumstances, and then
according to Education Law, outside the scope of their teaching
certificates.
ARTICLE V
EMPLOYMENT POLICY
A. The Superintendent and the Association are desirous of maintaining a
superior teaching staff. Therefore, it is agreed that the Superintendent
will make available, through adequate and timely publicity, all unit
positions which are, or will be available in the system. This publicity
will include notice in all faculty rooms thirty (30) days prior to the
filling of such vacancies.
Teacher transfers will be handled in the following manner: If there
appears a possibility that teachers will be transferred, all teachers who
may be eligible for the transfer will be invited to visit with the
Superintendent and the Principal(s) to discuss the reasons for the
potential transfer before any decision is made. After discussion with the
teachers and consideration of volunteers for the position(s), the
teacher(s) who is to be transferred will be notified of the transfer. If
the teacher who is transferred is not one of the volunteers, if any, the
Superintendent and the Principal (s) will meet with the teacher selected
for the position to review the reasons for the transfer.
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B. TEACHING HOURS
The School Day for teachers shall be seven (7) hours and thirty (30)
minutes, inclusive of lunch. The duty free lunch period shall be thirty
(30) consecutive minutes.
C. TEACHING LOAD
All teachers may be assigned to a combination of 300 minutes of
supervisory and/or teaching each day.
Grades 9-12 academic teachers (English, math, science, social studies)
shall not be assigned more than six (6) classes, more than four (4)
preparations, and more than one hundred and fifty (150) pupils in the work
day. Preparations are defined as classes within the subject assignment
(e.g. Math 9 and Math 10).
Grades 7 & 8 academic teachers who teach classes in 9-12 or have a high
school teaching schedule will have the same teaching load as 'the 9-12
academic teachers.
All teachers will be expected to perform professional teaching activities
outside the 300-minute teaching/supervisory day. 'I'hoseactivities shall
ordinarily be determined individually and collectively by professional
staff. Examples of such activities may include:
1. Instructional planning
2. Set-up and preparation for instruction
3. Interdi.sciplinary collaboration/planning
4. Student assistance
5. Consultation
6. Grading ,
7. Parent and administrative conferences
8. Grade level/department meetings
D. EXTRACURRICULkR ACTIVITIES
The Association recognizes that teacher responsibility to their students
and their profession requires the performance of duties that involve some
expenditure of time beyond that of the normal school day. The
Superintendent recognizes that participation in extracurricular activities
for which no additional compensation is paid shall be strictly voluntary
whenever possible. For those extracurricular and coaching assignments for
which compensation is paid, the Association President or his designee will
work with the Superintendent or his designee to make every effort to
assure that vacancies are filled.
E. TEACHER FACILITIES
Appropriate, conveniently located faculty lunch rooms and lounges shall be
made available to teachers.
Telephone service shall be made available for teacher use during school
hours for local, non-business calls. However, every effort should be made
by all parties concerned to minimize classroom interruption.
A representative of the Association will meet with the Building Principal
to develop rules and procedures for the use of teachers' lunch rooms and
lounges and to discuss any problems related to the use of these
facilities.
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ARTICLE I
RECOGNITION
A. The Board of Education has recognized East Rochester Teachers'
Association, hereinafter referred to as "Association", as the exclusive
bargaining representative for all the certified teaching personnel
regularly employed in the District, excluding administrative staff. The
East Rochester Teachers' Association shall have unchallenged
representation status for the longest period permitted under the relevant
provisions of New York State statutory law.
B. The Superintendent hereby affirms that he will not engage in any acts of
reprisal against any individual nor against the Association for exercising
rights guaranteed by Section 202 of the Public Employees' Fair Employment
Act.
C. No public employee or employee organization shall engage in a strike, and
no public employee or employee organization shall cause, instigate,
encourage or condone a strike.
ARTICLE II
NEGOTIATIONS PROCEDURES
A. This Agreement shall constitute the full and complete written commitments
between the Superintendent and the Association and may be modified only
through consent of the Superintendent and the Association in the form of a
written and signed amendment to this Agreement.
B. During the month of February, preceding the expiration of this contract,
the Superintendent and the Association shall enter into good-faith
negotiations for a successor Agreement. If the parties cannot agree on a
successor Agreement, the parties will be governed by the provisions of
Section 209 of the Civil Service Law.
ARTICLE III
TEACHING CONDITIONS
A. CLASS SIZE
The Superintendent and the Association acknowledge the current recommended
guidelines of the New York State Education Department.
1. Kindergarten .18-23 pupils
2. Grades 1 - 3 20-23 pupils
3. Grades 4 - 6 .23-27 pupils
4. Learning Disabilities l0-15 pupils
The present policy is an average of twenty-five (25) pupils in
kindergarten through grade six, and from twenty (20) to twenty-five (25)
in grades seven through twelve. Every possible effort will be made to
keep within the confines of this policy and work toward the State
Department guidelines.
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